
T8 Vela Trigger Sprayers 28/400 Screw Cap - Red (T08RSC245)

A robust sprayer at an affordable price

A heavy duty sprayer, which is re-usable and economical

A protected reventing system which avoids damage under the 
trigger

A choice of five colours, allowing you to colour-code your 
products and make them easier to use.

Product Information

Output: 1.3ml

Colours: White, Black, Blue, Green, Red, 
Yellow

Screw Cap: 28mm / 400

Dip Tube: 245mm

Specifications

Materials Uses

Features

Make sure you have the right cap and bottle size

The standard Trigger Sprayers have a 28mm diameter cap with two different heights – Deep (28/410) and Shallow or Short (28/400). In the 
UK, the most common size for the retail market or Ready to Use (RTU) pack is the 28/410. The industrial/re-useable packs tend to have the 
28/400 caps. These references correspond to the necks on the bottle so your bottle manufacturer can confirm what neck is on their bottle. If 
you have 400 cap on a 410 bottle neck there will be a gap under the cap. If you have a 410 cap on a 400 bottle neck, the pack will not seal on 
the gasket and it will leak.

A natural body, with a modern “technical” look

A fully adjustable nozzle

A dip tube filter, which stops any particles blocking the 
internal parts of the sprayer

Tips

Body, shroud, filter, connection, 
trigger, nozzle, cap: Polypropylene

Piston, dip tube: Polyethylene

Springs, ball valve: Stainless Steel

Gasket: Polyethylene/EPE

Spinner valve: POM

O-ring: Nitrile

Household

Horticultural

Industrial

Glass Cleaners

Automotive

Additional options

• Enhance your product with a foaming nozzle
• Spray further with a lance extension
• Spray directly from a 5 litre container with a long tube version
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